
Zoom Background Sizes
Zoom Background Sizes right makes a whole lot of difference. The Zoom software
recommends 1920 pixels by 1080 pixels background image size, hence check on the full
article to know more size options.

Zoom Background Sizes Standard

Background Image

The minimum background image is 920 pixels, and the maximum is 1920 px. Its aspect
ratio is 16:9. If the standard requirement is not met, black bars are used at the sides and
edges for adjustments in filling in the image. This Zoom background size works best for
website or browser usage, and app on desktop computers, laptops, and any kind of PC.



Background Image in Mobile

On your mobile phone, Zoom appears to be smaller and clearer, hence the recommended
background image size for Zoom on mobile is at 625 px by 875 px. This background size
works fine for any type of mobile or smartphone, regardless of screen size.

Background Video

The standard Zoom Background video size is a minimum resolution of 480 px by 360 px,
and a maximum resolution of 1920 px by 1080 px or 1080p.



Zoom Background Sizes for Adobe Photoshop

Zoom background is a virtual background for your online meeting, hence creating your own
on Adobe Photoshop makes a customized and personalized background just for you. Make
sure to use the recommended size of 1280 px by 720 px or 1920 px by 1080 px.



Zoom Background Sizes for Adobe Illustrator

The same with Photoshop, creating your own Zoom Background for Adobe Illustrator allows
you to change your basic background to a more creative and fun background. Be sure to
use a canvas of 1280 px by 720 px or 1920 px by 1080 px.



FAQs

What is the Zoom background size & dimensions?

The Zoom background size and dimensions are a minimum of 920 pixels, a maximum of
1920 px, and an aspect ratio of 16:9.

Can I use a JPEG as a Zoom background?

You may use JPG/JPEG, 24-bit PNG, or GIF for the file formats for your Zoom background.

What format do Zoom backgrounds need to be?

The file format for Zoom background must be either JPG/JPEG, 24-bit PNG, or GIF.

Why Zoom background is cropped?

Zoom background needs to follow the recommended dimensions to avoid cropping.

Where do you get Zoom backgrounds?

Zoom backgrounds are everywhere, you may get them from different browsers such as
Chrome, design software, or create your own on Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.

Why create virtual backgrounds for Zoom?

The virtual background for Zoom gives privacy, creativity, and consistency during online
meetings.

How to customize your framed artwork Zoom background?

You may use different design software to customize your background and use your artwork.



What should I have in my Zoom background?

There are no exact rules on what must be seen in your Zoom backgrounds, however, you
have to make sure that your background does not contradict you.

What is the best background color for Zoom?

The best color must be those pleasing to the eyes, such as blue, yellow, pink, etc.

Do virtual backgrounds slow down Zoom?

No, virtual backgrounds do not affect the video quality and speed of Zoom.

What are accepted Zoom background designs?

You can choose from a variety of themes, in-app images, filters, and any visual of your
choice for your Zoom background.

Where can I size my Zoom background?

You may use design software, word-processing software such as MS Word and Google
Docs, or any third-party sizing software.

Where can I use my Zoom Background other than Zoom?

You may recycle your Zoom background and use them for Powerpoint presentations,
YouTube backgrounds, Tumblr photos, Canvas meeting backgrounds, Google Meet
backgrounds, Prezi presentations, Facebook post, etc.


